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Abstract: Nowadays, in the world of information, the era of the Internet, 

the rapid development of multi-media information technology such as 
Internet TV, Internet radio, email, online video, and their audience and 
influence are expanding.There is no need to talk too much. Such 
informationthe tools of the young people with a great deal of interest, and 
from themIsak, which is widely used, is really itit is difficult to understand 
the importance of the matter. 
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Today, Internet users are conditionally divided into two categoriescan 

be separated. The first category is based on the demand of the professionor 
for the purpose of obtaining information and information necessary for 
scientific research, while those who turn to the internet, the second category 
is just as interested in, say, dirt, sunbathing dating sites or playing online 
games. He manipulates the virtual world. Manipulation and intellectual 
dependenceby submitting to HimIt is no secret that now some children or 
teenagers are turning their Internet cafe into a second home. Observations 
show that online game players are predominantly alsoare adolescents. The 
physiological and social development of adolescence is a typical period. If 
boys or girls during this periodaggressive roller coaster online games, with 
unpleasant consequences is likely to come. Understanding human time in 
the virtual worldThe system is disrupted and social activity is reduced. Time 
in front of the computer Here's the reason for not feeling past. Consequently, 
today Intemet It combines the capabilities of all sectors.  

Information and communication technologies (ICT) in the first place, 
The Internet is a factor that directly influences the upbringing of children 
and adolescents. At the moment 5 million young people in our country the 
user has their profile on social networks. Of these, 3.6 millions use their 
mobile phones for access. According to experts, information technology has 
become such an integral part of the society that it is no longer a technological 
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process, but rather a social process, which depends on the economic power 
of the State, international prestige, and the level of development of 
democratic institutions. Information of the society began in the 70s of the 
last century in the USA and in the 80s in Japan, and on the other continents 
began the process of realization from the 90s of last century. Introduction of 
ICT in all systems As a result, the intellectual potential of the society in this 
area is multiple. 

It was well known. For example, in the US, about 75% of the information 
industry able-bodied population is employed. In other countries this figure 
is 40% The number of Internet users in some countries is less than 20-25%. 
The best way to ensure the security of users on the Internet the development 
of a culture of its use. However, today cybercrime, ideological and technical 
(hacking) common in the Internet world violations of the Internet culture of 
users non-observance It is a firm decision that young people today have a 
sense of spiritual awake upbringing, spirituality, spiritual purity in the mind, 
education, promotion progressive, effective, and effective, forward-looking 
pedagogical work The use of technology is a time requirement. Youth and 
the national and universal values ICTs play an important role in upbringing 
spirit. The present task of this requirement in an increasingly informative 
educational environment with an increasing number of listeners 

To do this, it is necessary to develop and develop resources in the 
national segment of the Internet, to provide them with user information, 

It is necessary to develop measures to ensure transparency and 
security, to reduce the possibility of protecting and using various external 
information. Upbringing a healthy and harmoniously developed generation 
in our country acquisition of modern knowledge and progress, their abilities 
and talents The necessary conditions are being created for the Growing up 
in the process further strengthening the legal protection of the younger 
generation education in the spirit of respect for national traditions and 
values of our people special attention is paid to the issues of the world. Their 
upbringing No one can deny that the influence of the media is high cannot. A 
distinctive feature of the process of globalization is its ideological influence 
can be a weapon of transfer. Today it's far and near Given the regional 
developments, it is still conscious aggressive forces aimed at distracting 
young people with no vision denying the use of the Internet for their own 
benefit it will not. So, the intellectual potential and spiritual immunity of 
young people Enhancement of information culture and media development 
– information. 

It is not an exaggeration to say that a key factor in ensuring security is 
safety. Computer time, money, and health consequences for using the 
services and the ranks of those who are merciful are expanding. Excessive 
at first A healthy, curious child starts to change slowly, From the school, they 
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stick to the computer and stay out of it for hours remains. At first, the parents 
were outdoors According to her, she is less likely to sit at home after classes 
and in front of her parents draws. Then the mental changes in it will not 
coincide with adolescence Man, heedless. lonely, selfish and arrogant seems 
to be aiming. Unfortunately, lately it has been frustrating There are many 
such cases. In addition, it has become more and more popular in recent 
times, and it is important to raise the genre, parents, even some groups of 
the Ministry of the Interior are concerned. currents occur. "Death groups" in 
the media Such groups are often referred to as social network involving 
school-age children. Groups by experienced psychologists under 
management. Humane, legal democratic state and citizenship information 
and related information in the formation of society The legal regulation of 
the process is of particular importance. Above The reason is the 
popularization of foreign information websites among young people The 
opportunity is there. The presence of negative content on the Internet is 
minimal instead, youthful minds are exposed to immoral, extremist, 
aggressive ideas causes some arrivals, as well as some inaccurate sites 

The number of Internet users in our country is growing rapidly. 2007 1 
million people use the Internet every year, but that's a good indicator today 
ten million two hundred thousand. It is becoming a powerful ideological 
weapon The main users of the global network are the younger generation 
the vigilance and awareness of all of us, the proper use of the internet a 
serious threat to the morale of young people if they demand to strengthen 
their culture is calculated. When local sites and portals provide the 
necessary information If the user fails to do so, he / she should contact the 
foreign Internet resources natural. Unfortunately, not all foreign sources are 
the same fair and impartial. Let us suppose that such an independent person 
is fully formed data analysis, critical review, and appropriate The choice is 
still available, but not all Internet users they are not. Most of them are young 
people, students, students Along with useful information on global networks 
on the Internet and information that negatively affects the minds of users 
They are spreading the concern of the international community today. 

The most widespread of these are fictitious materials and the number 
of such websites has increased by 4.2 million.  38% of the world's youth 
report violence and violence under the influence of a few more who 
committed suicide easy learning lessons from over 9,000 sites are learning. 
Conclusions and Suggestions: In recent years the ideas of terrorist 
organizations have been promoted more than 7,000 websites aimed at They 
are in the spirit of nationalism and unbiased information directed against 
the current system of a particular country terrorist organizations are 
engaged in distribution of 98% of their members odnoklassniki.ru, 
facebook.com, mail.ru, twitter.com, Vkontakte.ru, telegram, watsapp such as 
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social networking sites Uzbeks are among the most numerous nations in the 
world That's not good. This is when our country is gaining top ranks in the 
world will definitely make our rating. Internet use in youth as I said earlier 
We need to create a high culture of culture Countries use Internet culture as 
a separate discipline We need to be at least as good as we can be To be 
successful, our young people need to be educated The vast majority of 
people are examples of young people This is a popular phrase: "Our young 
people know the campus, the internet they know, and so on. Words, but 
don't you see? One child If he does something useful on the computer, he has 
five on his front computer baby time with junk games, clips and the like o 
conduct. There is also a theory focused on them Even the subtle secrets of 
this computer a child who has been trained and even a student who has 
returned to a foreign university may not be well enough. Because we cannot 
all use the Internet properly. Interesting ads when we use the Internet or 
digital networks we meet so many. A lot of experts are working on these ads 
Because of their interest in internet advertising, those ads got in the wrong 
way The main reason for this is internet schools Many do not understand 
the culture of use. Me too I've always been in school. But never in school 
textbooks or teachers understanding of the culture of using the Internet This 
is a sad situation. They need to be understanding in the family It 's not like 
that .But it doesn't even have information on the internet how parents 
provide information about the Internet use culture After all, not all parents 
are intelligent The intelligent people have to decide. Dear Mukhammad 
Shavkat Mirziyev There is a phrase that emphasizes: Youth is the future of 
our future, Attention to youth Focus on the future. Therefore, if we pay no 
attention to the youth today, tomorrow is tomorrow it can. Young people use 
the Internet today, not tomorrow The culture must be deeply ingrained in 
the mind, and tomorrow may be too late. 
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